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Try Audio Japan Provides Sound System for uP!!! Rock Concerts
CHIBA, Japan — Try Audio Japan
deployed an Outline GTO sound system
for the Space Shower TV-supported uP!!!
Special Live Holic extra 2022 featuring two
days of live music from 16 Japanese rock
bands including Androp, Straightener, Blue
Encount and Orange Range. The event was
staged in the expansive Makuhari Messe
complex.
The Outline system included two main
hangs of 12 GTO plus three Mantas (for
y enclosures per side for side hangs. Try Audio also
furnished 20 Outline DBS 18-2 dual 18-inch
enclosures for the low-end, and four LIPFlls. A combination of T-Eleven
ers powered the system.
The band engineers had an FOH setup at
their disposal that included a DiGiCo Quantum7, DiGiCo SD8, Yamaha CL5 and SSL SIX,
and at monitors, there was a Yamaha CL5
and a Midas PRO1 console at the ready.
Try Audio Japan’s Tokihiko “Toku” Tokuda
served as system engineer at the Makuhari
Messe shows. “We chose Outline because it
delivers a sound that can be clearly identified even in a large venue with considerable reverb,” he said. “It’s also very ‘musical’
and easy to mix, which makes it the ideal
system for live performances, and this ease
of mixing was also greatly appreciated by
the bands’ FOH engineers.”
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The FOH consoles located some 60 meters away from the stage, so it was critical
for Tokuda to ensure a perfect balance between main and side hangs to minimize
concerns about mixing from that distance.
“We used Outline’s OpenArray 3D software
to simulate the difference in sound between the front and the rear of the auditorium, and this enabled us to achieve a great
result. The client was also very satisfied
with the results and commissioned another
job from us after the event. The engineers
also complimented me on the fact that
they’d never been so easy to mix so well at
the venue.”

“Toku” Tokuda was able to optimize the Outline GTO system for the bands’ engineers.

